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Abstract—The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is enhancing the services and applications in government organizations through the number of systems that generate a massive amount of data through Big Data technology. Recently, the Global Artificial Intelligent Summit 2020, Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority (SDAIA), NEOM have launched an Artificial Intelligence (AI) strategy that aligns with the Kingdom Vision 2030. AI opens a wide door for opportunities and new strategies that will narrow the gap in the skillset of individuals and promote research and innovation in the IT industry. Organizations lack advanced techniques to evaluate the performance of individuals and departments that supports improving the quality of service. The introduction of AI-based applications in the government and private sectors will facilitate decision-makers in tracking and optimizing the efficiency of departments and individuals. This research aims to develop an intelligent framework for government organizations to improve the quality of services rendered to customers and businesses. In addition, it highlights the importance of AI policies in archiving metadata. This paper presents a framework for an organization that contains Chatbot, Sentiment Analysis, and Key Performance Indicators to improve the services. A synthetic dataset is employed as a testbed to evaluate the performance of the framework. The outcome of this study shows that the proposed framework able to improve the performance of organizations. Using this proposed framework, organizations can build a mechanism for their workforce to retrieve meaningful information. Moreover, it provides significant features include efficient data extraction, data management, and AI-based security for effective document management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vision 2030 of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has initiated many plans and programs to enhance the performance of Education, Medicine, and other core sectors. Skill development and performance improvement are the two essential goals of vision 2030 [1]. In recent days, data produced widely from various resources. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big Data (BD) are the key players in transforming and empowering modern organizations process that improves decision-making, trend analysis, forecasts, etc. [2][3]. Valuable information from them by applying BD analytics to stored data. And, sophisticated AI algorithms are used to obtain insights into consumer behaviour in order to grasp current patterns and stand high among competitors [4]. BD monitors the performance of workers, design precise delivery models, predictive maintenance, etc. Few organizations use this technology to create a smart workplace and track their employees [5]. The use of metadata in global enterprises is vital in determining the success of a sustainable organization and in gathering insight. Metadata provides meta-information about communication that occurred between two or more individuals or departments. Identifying the invaluable management strategies that can minimize costs, assess how far a company advances and equate them to its organizational objectives [6][7]. This inspiration from top-level motivates organizations to enhance current functionally and lunch new advanced one. Therefore, there is a demand for intelligent data analytical tools for measuring the performance of each department and individual in Government Organization (GO). The availability of sophisticated tools and techniques provide an opportunity for decision-maker to make an effective decision that improves individual performance which leads to organization success [6][9][10]. Data relating to document flow in an organization would be a supporting and influencing factor for the 2030 vision and objective. It can be used to monitor the performance of administrative departments and employees. The data collection process will begin with the creation of correspondence in a particular department and collects data, including receiver information, degree of confidentiality, urgency, and automatically created data, such as the name of the sender, correspondence time, and data, and transmission information. Such data can be employed to provide a base for achieving an individual's efficiency. Recently, in the Global Summit 2020, the strategy for AI and data is announced by Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority (SDAIA). The plan supports individual to learn AI technology and develop their skills. Also, it assists organizations in applying AI to utilize the resources effectively. Furthermore, GOs are following the rules and policies of the government. Therefore, there is an exigency for GO to improve their functionalities in order to provide a better service to the public.

AI-driven Data Management System (DMS) can enable organizations to reduce data redundancy, prevent data losses, and prevent the recurrence of multiple input errors [11]. In the document management system, data analytics is one of the most critical functions of artificial intelligence. Adequate and
comprehensive analysis of data will contribute to the growth of the enterprise. It is also essential to secure documents, susceptible ones, along with the management of records [12]. AI-powered DMS provides the highest levels of document protection by detecting confidential and personal information from documents. Data can be generated from various sources with advanced technology; however, this data needs to be analyzed and organized to gather useful information. The management and extraction of knowledge from documents will save a lot of time and effort. Documents can be clustered and analyzed by an artificial intelligence and Machine Learning (ML) framework [13]. It supports to understand the essence of a document and its relationship with other documents. Artificial intelligence technology may use optical character recognition to construct a document management system to interpret what is on a document to classify it accurately. Based on the categorization, it aids further in automating workflow processes. BD is one of the latest technologies and frameworks that can use real-time processing and analysis to maximize the value of substantial quantities of highly diverse data.

The introduction of BD has provided an opportunity for an organization to adopt multiple applications and services to enhance its performance. Recently, large quantities of data have been generated from various government outlets, such as the internet, cloud systems, and mobile devices [3][14]. Each GO is maintaining a large data corpus through BD and communicating with other organizations. In addition, employees and departments are availing of the services in the BD environment, and the size of data is increasing exponentially [3][15]. E-governance is the use of new communication and information technology to enhance organization performance, efficacy, and service delivery, and to encourage accountability [5][16][17][18]. Both BD and E-governance offers decision-makers to make a better decision and improve the organization performance that leads to customer/client satisfaction. Most organizations' mission or objective facilitates the establishment of products and services. They have to procure resources, transform them into outputs, and deliver them to their intended users.

Both AI and BD provide an opportunity for firms to understand their customers. BD offers completely new levels of exploration of hidden outcomes. In the past, organizations were unable to analyze such large amounts of data, and now that the ability to do that would lead to unintended business benefits. The consistency of the details is one more added challenge. Some documents do not even comply with the minimum clarity bar. BD defines the high amount of structured and unstructured data that floods an organization regularly. The storage of BD is distributed over several computers to reduce the cost of implementation and maintenance. Moreover, it supports the search algorithm to search in a specific memory instead of a huge memory/dataset.

Sentiment analysis utilizes Natural Language Processing (NLP) and ML in data sources to perceive and identify emotions [19]. It is also used in business to identify social data sentiment, assess the company's reputation, and understand clients. It recognizes and categorizes the opinion expressed in the text, such as news stories, content on social media, ratings, etc. Similar to many NLP techniques, it needs to be able to deal with the language complexities [20]. Organizations must understand people's emotions as clients share their thoughts and feelings more freely than ever before. The automated identification of the type of correspondence in the document centre assists a department or individual to respond in time.

Chatbots are small programs that assist users dynamically based on a set of predefined conditions, and events [19][20]. Chatbots are used for different purposes in interactive systems, including customer service, request routing, or information collection. While some chatbot implementations use comprehensive word classification processes, natural language processors, and advanced AI, others use common phrases obtained from a related library or database to search for general keywords and produce responses.

The role of KPIs within the organizational framework is to provide customizable and readily accessible measurement to users/clients to improve the quality and effectiveness of their operations [6][7]. The significance of using KPIs relies on how effectively they support better to understand the factors for an organization's success. For instance, a government company such as a university or a hospital would have different fiscal KPIs than a publicly traded corporation [7]. Each KPI should represent the organization's mission and objectives. A common mistake in creating KPIs is that a declaration such as "Improve productivity of a department" as a KPI is too general. It needs to be precise and measurable, like "Improving the individual performance of a specific department in a specific period" in order to be successful [6]. KPIs are crucial to tracking progress in publishing and reporting. Report formats should be tailored to position and purpose so that managers see a summary view, whereas department heads have much more comprehensive measurements [21]. The combination of dashboards, scorecards, informative reports, and ad-hoc research self-service tools should be considered. The KPI results allow decision-makers to determine where the emphasis should be placed to enhance the department/organization's performance [6]. In addition, Analytics serve to build a strategic plan based on the knowledge available. The creation of standardized real-time dashboards requires an investment of time and much more time to use the data effectively. Individuals will be notified of issues based on data analysis, identify potential solutions, and receive ideas for new opportunities.

In the analytical process, ML will assist, clearly identify odd trends in procedures, and send suggestions about what to do next; this process can provide useful AI insights. By developing consistent operating metrics and evaluating efficiency, businesses benefit from the use of what is necessary for being competitive on the market and provide adequate services to the customers. Key Performance Indicator (KPI) refers to a collection of quantifiable metrics used to assess the overall long-term performance of an organization. It supports to evaluate the strategic, financial, and operational achievements of a business, especially relative to those of other firms in the same industry [6][21]. Fig. 1 shows the analytical framework of the proposed research. Metadata is the primary source for this research. BD provides metadata to generate meaningful information through AI applications and KPI.
The study aims to develop a framework that AI and BD concerning organization needs, which include Sentiment Analysis, Automated ChatBot, and analytical techniques for government organizations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The proposed framework support organizations to improve the quality of service rendered to the customers. It assesses organizations to achieve the objectives of vision 2030 of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Hierarchical analysis technique analyses the organization tree structure and support decision-makers/administrators to measure the performance of their department/employee. Moreover, the study discusses privacy and policy issues related to AI and BD. BD, E-Governance, and AI are the elements of a modern organization framework.

The structure of the study is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works of BD, AI, and KPI in government organizations. Section 3 provides the methodology to develop KPI for BD applications. Section 4 describes the outcomes of the proposed framework, and Section 5 discusses the achievements of the proposed framework. Finally, Section 6 concludes the study with its future direction.

II. RELATED WORKS

BD analytics is stated as a method to analyze data and discover hidden trends [22]. The exponential growth of data and its analysis using different mining methods leads to a better understanding of workforce in an enterprise. E-Governance is a decision-making and implementation process that ensures a country's resources are applicable, accessible, and driven [18]. The BD framework provides an opportunity for organizations to combine heterogeneous data. Moreover, it offers individuals and corporations a global chance of combining a wide range of public databases, fraud-detection, and tax compliance activities to enhance services and apps. The effect of BD on these e-government applications supports to promote better governance [17].

In [2], the authors discussed the opportunities of implementing AI in the workplace to support administrators in making effective decisions. They presented an empirical study that evaluated and analyzed to what extent enterprises employ analytical tools for predicting business outcomes. The outcome of the study shows that an AI-based workplace supports decision-makers in complex situations.

In [3], the authors identified the challenges related to the implementation of AI-based applications to make decisions. They offered several research propositions for Information system researchers. They discussed the issues associated with the deployment of AI and replacing the manual decision-making process. In [5], a case study related to E-Governance is discussed. The authors analyzed the existing E-Governance system in Odisha, India. The findings of the case study that the deployment of data analytical tools in the workplace have improved the work environment.

AI applications such as Chatbot and Sentiment Analysis supports the customers of an organization by providing responses and required services. Organizations are effectively and efficiently managing documents through AI document analysis, data extraction, ML for content management, and Information security. BD is regarded as a reliable and useful source that can be analyzed with AI applications [14]. The research forecasts and makes decisions that may increase the reputation of the business. BD and AI are two concepts that are commonly used when describing the company's future [5][14][15]. The opportunity to implement them in various aspects of the business has captured the imagination of many, specifically, how AI can reduce the resources and provide a more secured work environment. BD and AI could adapt business processes and decisions to meet individual needs and preferences, enhancing process and decision efficiency [5][14]. Although wide advantages of BD and AI can be anticipated, several risks involve some policy considerations [11]. Governments will potentially establish general guidelines or legislation related to the use of BD and the application of AI, and the enterprise should be prepared to implement them.

In [7], the authors addressed the importance of KPI in improving the quality of services rendered to the customer. Different types of KPIs were discussed in this study. In [8], authors developed the performance indicators to operate and maintain an enterprise. The presence of a wide variety of analytics tools assists enterprises to organize their departments and employees in a better way. However, the absence of an efficient set of KPIs leads to issues such as less productivity, unorganized departmental activities, and low performance. Therefore, a demand for KPI which reveals hidden pattern via intelligent and hierarchical analysis of organizational tree structure. KPIs are essential to effective management by identifying underperforming aspects of the business as well as that demand increased resources [8]. It will report events that may signify problems that arise internally within the organization's operations or potential threats resulting from external events may provide management with rich information to improve the organization's strategies [6].

In [20], the applications of AI-based customer assistance in the online shopping portal are discussed. Developers follow
two approaches to develop an AI Chatbot to identify the user's needs and respond with relevant responses. One of the development approaches is that the AI robot must respond to a user query with a restricted set of guidelines and internal structuring. A bag of words can be generated in such a way to map frequently used questions with appropriate solutions [23][24][25]. For instance, an automated banking bot asks the caller a series of questions to know what he or she needs. The AI bot will either repeat the instruction or pass the call to a human banking assistant if the caller gives an order that is out of reach. The second way to communicate with an AI chatbot is to know what a user is looking for and to deliver real-time answers based on progressive conversations or enhanced learning [2]. Although due to its complexity, this mechanism is still emerging, some apps such as Amazon's Alexa, Google Assistant, and Facebook AI-Chatbot are on the road to dynamic responses based on human behavioral and preferential traits [12][26]. Self-learning is a technique to understand the human mind and obtain enough knowledge to generate persuasive responses [27][28]. It is called Intelligent Chatbots or general AI chatbots. A general-purpose AI chatbot can understand language and continue learning based on the inputs and analyzing sentiments [29][30][31].

Based on the analysis of the related works, the study intends to develop a framework that applies AI and BD to enhance the processes in the government organizations as per the Vision 2030 of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The proposed framework aims to assist end-users in deriving value from the data corpus. The implementation of an AI-based framework provides tools and techniques for decision-makers to analyze and monitor the workforce. Moreover, it secures the document by applying AI policies and report the status to the administration.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthetic metadata is developed based on the assumptions on the functionality and structure of the organizations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The following part of this section introduces the AI-based application. Table I presents the notations used in the proposed algorithms for Sentiment Analysis and KPI. The notations are used as a parameter in the following algorithm. It indicates the input required for the proposed technique to produce an output. For context, Sentiment analysis requires metadata to generate the type of correspondence. Similarly, the following notations are indicating an input or output of the proposed methods.

A. ChatBot

The primary sources for this application are correspondences, history of correspondences, and details of employees and departments. The proposed AI chatbot uses a bag of words technique to identify the users and respond to them with a relevant response. Initially, metadata related to department and employee are extracted and refined and stored as Bag of Words. ChatBot receives input from the user query and parses it to derive tokens. The query tokens are passed into the Bag of words to find the existence of relevant tokens. And, based on the frequency of the tokens, the response will be returned to the user.

B. Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is based on the details of internal, incoming, and outgoing correspondences. The supervised learning-based Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm is employed to find a pattern from the metadata and predict the type of user correspondences. It supports users to complete correspondence in a limited time with interactive solutions. During the training phase, the labels are required to train the proposed technique. The labels are extracted from the metadata(D). It includes the type of correspondence, urgency level, and department level are used as a level. A conditional probability is generated using tokens and returned as an output with vocabulary. Fig. 2 provides the testing phase of the sentiment analysis. The testing phase able to predict the type of correspondence using the conditional probability of data. An NB classifier is used to classify the type of correspondence and helps to complete an urgent correspondence in a limited amount of time. The notations used in Fig. 2 were explained in the initial part of this section.

C. Key Performance Indicators

The organization’s tree structure is classified into four levels: Root-level, Level – 2 department, Department, and Employees. The processes in the development of KPI and classification of Department and Employees are shown in Fig. 3. And, the initial processes are representing the identification of KPI to analyze each level individually and hierarchically. The performance of the proposed KPI is measured by computing the total correspondence for Root and Level-1 departments, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Metadata</td>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>Classified departments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>Classified employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Vocabulary (Initial)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Vocabulary (Testing phase)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_m</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1 Sentiment Analysis

Input: Metadata of correspondence without label
Output: Type of correspondence

1: procedure TEST NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER(D)
2: V ← Extract Tokens From Doc(w,d)
3: while c ← C do
4: Type(c) ← LogPrior(c)
5: while t ← V do
6: Type(c) ← LogCondProb(t_m,c)
7: end while
8: end while
9: return Type(c)
10: end procedure

Fig. 2. Proposed Algorithm for Sentiment Analysis.
Algorithm 2 KPI development

```
Input: Metadata of correspondence
Output: Generated Pattern
1: procedure KPI(D)
2:   Cd ← ClassifyDepartment(D)
3:   Ce ← ClassifyEmployee(D)
4:   while d ← Cd do
5:     if level = 1 then > Root
6:       IdentifyAndGenerateKPI(d)
7:     else
8:       IdentifyAndGenerateKPI(e)
9:     end while
10:   elselevel = 2 > Departments
11:     IdentifyAndGenerateKPI(d)
12:     while e ← Ce do
13:       IdentifyAndGenerateKPI(e)
14:     end while
15:   end if
16: end while
17: return KPI
18: end procedure
```

Fig. 3. Proposed Algorithm for KPI Development.

Fig. 4 illustrates the classified departments and employees in an organization. The Root / Senior management (level – 1) for entire departments in an enterprise. Level – 2 departments are in level – 2, which indicates a cluster of departments. Departments are in level – 3 that represents single / multiple departments and finally, Employees are in level – n to mean an individual in an enterprise. Each employee may have multiple roles to represent their activities in different departments.

Senior management has a management level as a sub-department under level -1. In the same way, each management and departments are classified with relevant sub-departments and employees. The Level – 1, senior management have access to all levels and privilege to have direct departments under it. As per the organization tree, Level – 1 is a root (Senior management), Level – 2 is the parent departments for the subsequent levels, Level – 3 is Department, and finally, Level – n is Employee.

A standard set of KPI is identified for all four levels (Root, Level-2 department, and Department, and Employee) to calculate the number of correspondences between two departments. In Fig. 4, the link “B” is used to show the transaction between Root and Level – 2 departments, i.e., level – 1 and Level – 2. For instance, suppose the Root, Level – 1 has sent a total of 17 correspondences to Level – 2 department (Department or Employee). The information about the interactions can be extracted using the proposed framework. The link “C” is used to represent the connection between Level – 2 departments in the same Level. For context, suppose a Level – 2 department - 1 of Level – 2 has sent a total of 16 correspondences to another Level – 2 department - n of Level – 2. These details can be extracted through the proposed framework. The links “A”, “D”, and “E” is also used to interact with the different levels of the organization tree structure. The proposed framework provides an opportunity to extract specific correspondence between different levels as well as in the same Level.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, the implementation of the proposed framework is discussed. Based on the functionality of the organizations, a dataset is developed similar to metadata about document transactions. The proposed KPI, Chatbot, and Sentiment analysis are implemented and tested with the synthetic dataset. The findings will not reflect the actual hierarchy of any organization.

A. Chatbot

The researchers succeeded in the initial attempt in developing a Chatbot application using metadata that provides an automated solution to the user query. Python 3.8.1 is used for the development of Chatbot. Metadata are extracted from the database and stored in Comma Separated Value (CSV) format. The following Fig. 5 shows the initial set of results in Chatbot development. When a user logged into the application, the automated Bot has used the username and retrieved the department id and his / her last correspondence history and the total number of correspondences. The date format is represented in the Hijri date format. The proposed Chatbot uses the metadata of an organization correspondence history and correspondence forward history to retrieve the users’ information. For instance, if a user entered a query “last correspondence number”, then the Chatbot parses the query into tokens such as “last”, “correspondence”, and “number”. The parsed tokens will be passed in prioritized order and fetch the responses for the user query. The further development of the Chatbot application will provide a complete form of this proposed application. In this initial phase, it presents users’ last correspondence details according to their username.

B. Sentiment Analysis

The supervised learning approach is followed in the research for developing the proposed Sentiment Analysis technique. To implement the sentiment analysis using metadata, Python 3.8.1, and Power BI are employed. The primary sources for this proposed method are correspondences (Internal, Incoming, and Outgoing) and correspondence history. Power BI is used to generate the bag of words from the subject of the correspondences for each department. Fig. 6 shows one of the bags of words generated for a department. The token that has the highest frequency is shown in elevated form rather than other tokens.

NB algorithm is applied for the identification of the type of the correspondences. The identification process supports promoting the correspondence in order to complete it in a shorter amount of duration. The development process of sentiment analysis is in progress, and the current form differentiates the sent and received correspondences with its level. For instance, if a user creates a correspondence, then the proposed system automatically predicts the type of correspondence which supports administration to complete it within a limited amount of time.
C. Key Performance Indicators

A set of common KPIs for Root, Department, and Employee levels are identified via this study. The following is the list of KPIs proposed for government organizations: Root Level: Ranking workload, Estimating achievement percentage, Ranking Workload based on time, and Ranking Workload based on the number of forwards. Department Level: Estimating achievement time, Estimating achievement percentage, Actions per hour, Percentage of workload allocation, and Percentage of workload distribution. Employee Level: Estimating achievement time, Percentage of workload allocation, Estimating achievement percentage, and Actions per hour.

Oracle 11G in Windows 10 environment is employed to test the KPI and generated the results, and rendered the graphs using Canvas.js, which provides Javascript API to render the graph. A KPI dashboard is developed to show the outcome of the KPIs as shown in Fig. 7 to 10. Fig. 7 presents the outcome of the KPI for the department level. It shows the performance of a specific department in an organization.

Fig. 7 and 8 illustrates the graph rendered via the proposed KPI for the department level. It supports the decision-maker to know that the achievement percentage and time of a department. Thus, the decision-maker will decide to enhance the performance of both departments and employees to complete the correspondences in time to improve the achievement percentage and time.

Fig. 9 shows the KPI insight for the employee level. For context, an employee received a sum of 1416 correspondences in the year 1440. The performance of that employee, action per hour is shown on the right side of Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows the percentage of achievement for the employee. The employee has taken an average of 1.33 days to complete a correspondence that may affect the organization’s overall performance.
V. DISCUSSIONS

The outcome of this study shows that metadata of a correspondence/document produces a sufficient amount of information for decision-makers to make an effective decision. More and more data linked to documents, the more alternatives are open for extracting observations, facts, and figures that assist in monitoring and tracking the workforce and complete a task in time. Such kind of data is a strong foundation and an essential element for the launch and implementation of high-quality indicators. The National Centre for Archives and Records in Saudi Arabia has published a range of laws and policies on all kinds of documents that would strengthen administrative work and transactions. It includes an adequate database to store data concerning statistics and operational management indicators.

The results of this research show that the proposed framework can present an effective environment for an organization to manage its workforce. Both Chatbot and Sentiment Analysis support the organizations to respond to their clients’ query automatically. Moreover, the KPI dashboard assists decision-makers in planning without any difficulties.

Operational and administrative processes share several characteristics [23]. Both involve sequences of linked, interdependent activities that together transform inputs into outputs. Both have clients who may be internal or external to the organization—the primary differences between the two lies in their outputs [24]. Typically, operational processes produce goods and services that external customers consume, while administrative procedures generate information and action plans for the internal groups [8]. For this reason, the two are frequently considered independent, unrelated activities, even though they must usually be aligned and mutually supportive if the organization is to function effectively.

The viewpoint of the work processes has contributed to a range of significant perspectives for executives [24]. It offers a beneficial context for a common organizational issue to be addressed: fragmentation or lack of integration. Many aspects of modern organizations, including complexity, highly segregated sub-units, and responsibilities, weak informal relationships, scale, and physical distance, make integration difficult [24]. The simple identification of work processes as viable units of study and goals of managerial action also enhances integration. For illustration, charting hierarchical workflow or pursuing an order through the fulfillment method are convenient ways to inform employees that the operations of various departments and regional units are interdependent, even though organizational charts indicate that beyond their vertical lines of authority [10].

Moreover, the viewpoint of the work processes offers fresh objectives for change. Managers discuss the fundamental mechanisms rather than concentrating on systems and functions. An apparent benefit is that they can analyze the organization’s actual work closely.

Most of the improvement programs concentrated primarily on the restructuring of systems; the continued implementation and maintenance of the reconfigured systems were largely ignored [9][25]. However, without enough monitoring, coordination, and control, as well as periodic interference, even the best processes will not perform effectively. Furthermore, organizational processes were typically aimed at enhancement, although their enabling administrative functions were ignored [8]. Incompatibilities and contradictions occurred because there was no knowledge and preparations required for an efficient operation. The implementation of the Chatbot and Sentiment Analysis technique will support an organization to minimize the resources and satisfy the user requirements. The combination of hierarchical and traditional KPI can offer a better outcome to the organization to improve their performance.

The principles of information security support organizations to ensure unauthorized access to records [28]. For the proposed framework, some security concepts are framed as follows:

- Documents produced and accepted using this standard should be inspected for modifications, updates, or retirement of documents at regular intervals [29]. During regular document maintenance, the existing document owners must be verified or affirmed. However, it does not exceed three years from the previous revision date when the document is preserved ordinarily [30].
- The document developer must identify the process owners, service owners, and stakeholders and analyze the document during the development / initial analysis [30]. Although there is no prerequisite for any person or community review, it is highly recommended that members of those most affected by the content of the document should take part in the study.
- DMS must allow administrators to establish system permissions that are regulated based on the individual level of the document, ensuring that only approved staff has access to system files and documents [31]. Thus, confidential data is not in the hands of the wrong person, and the possibility of data breaches is greatly reduced.

As per the outcome of this study, the proposed Chatbot supports users to understand the status of their correspondence. It uses an AI approach to read the user query and provide a necessary response. The focus of the Chatbot is to minimize manual interactions with users. It works similar to an automated Chatbot in a banking system that responds to user queries. In the proposed Chatbot, the user needs to select an option to retrieve a response from BD. The proposed method uses a customized dataset depends on the employee and department. For context, an employee of level 2 requires his/her correspondence information; the Chatbot searches his / her query in the level 2 dataset, not in the entire dataset. In case, data is not found in level 2; then the query will be matched with its higher level, i.e. level 1.

The proposed Sentiment analysis technique is able to predict the type of correspondence and support the decision-maker / administrator to complete the transaction in a limited amount of time. In the existing model, the user needs to
provide the type of correspondence. There is a possibility of error in this model. For instance, for an urgent task, the user may select a standard type instead of a critical type that leads the organization to postpone the urgent task to a later time. The proposed framework is capable of predicting the nature of correspondence automatically and assist the organization in increasing the achievement rate and turnaround time. The further development of this framework will lead to finding solutions for more challenges in a complex work environment.

The proposed research recommends implementing benchmark data derived according to the flow of documents to recognize best practices and growth opportunities. It is necessary to hold frequent conferences to enhance and exchange information related to archiving documents that will improve the role of IT in the archive service to become an intelligent centre and support decision-making processes. Moreover, developing a universal standard for archiving center supports administrative experts to construct, analyze, and plan for successful indicators. Before archiving a document and related data, a review must be performed to ensure the data supports the objectives and vision of the organization. Developing personalized and specialized courses can lead to a growth of professional human resources dealing with electronic documents and transactions.

Policymakers have an interest in AI. The three broader areas in which policymakers seek to ensure that organizations strike an adequate balance between their business interests and consumers' interests includes: data protection, prejudice, and ethics [1][13][27]. Decision-makers need insights into how the data are collected to better understand and resolve privacy issues at present and how to handle failures in data privacy, especially with rules and regulations of National Archives and Records Centre, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Information security principles. Many AI algorithms are opaque black boxes, exacerbating the problem, and therefore it is hard to isolate the exact factors considered by these algorithms [25]. AI Organizations and developers must contend with ethics. Privacy decisions may represent the policy of an organization and could also be motivated by ethical concerns. In this context, research should look at "how regulatory ethics can pave the way for organizations to exceed consumer privacy expectations and over-subscribe to legal mandates to preserve self-regulation" [4]. A similar focus of research may be to explore how ethical questions regarding AI differ across cultures.

Finally, the proposed research indicates employees in the document centre to apply restrictions for protecting data during transactions. Data protection is one of the main steps towards ensuring the sustainability of the data. The protection processes should be initiated along with the creation of a correspondence. Data entered by users should be reviewed in order to maintain the correct format. It is also necessary to review the correspondence data to ensure that it supports the vision and mission of the organization to reach an optimal solution in the processes of data protection.

VI. CONCLUSION

The kingdom's vision of 2030 has initiated many development programs in several areas and measure the same. In the recent Global Summit AI, 2020, the new strategy for Data and AI is announced for implementing AI in the government and private sectors. The emergence of BD and AI techniques support organizations to identify the pitfalls that affect the performance and find a solution for improvement. The documents and their flows provide the documents and archives centre with an opportunity to make effective decision-making. Data granularity can feed information into a range of future activities and events. Since an organization is focused on predicting how risk is realized, having access to BD can change the entire working model of an enterprise/organization. However, the granularity of data may also contribute to the promotion of risk classification, where achievement rates are focused on a group of individuals with similar profiles. One of the statistical methods for representing information about an individual entity of an organization is the key performance indicator. An employee's success will significantly increase the performance of the relevant department. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate individual performance and how it is beneficial to enhance an organization's overall performance. In this study, an AI-based Chatbot and Sentiment analysis were developed to support users to follow-up their correspondences. It has identified some useful key performance indicators that can measure the performance of employees at different levels. The initial results from Chatbot and Sentiment analysis are promising, and further development will provide a complete dimension to these applications. Also, the study has formulated and discussed the information security and AI policies to develop and maintain a document in the document centre.
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